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If you are planning to visit India and in search of the best tour package, opt for golden triangle tour
package and visit the natural beauty and attractive attractions of India. This tour package provides
the tourists a delightful tour and travel experience to spend their trip in a different way. This tour
option covers the three famous destinations of India, which are Delhi, Agra and Jaipur.  These three
destinations are well known for their huge tourism attractions, palaces, monuments, colorful fairs,
festivals and many other things.

Your trip to India with mentioned Golden Triangle tour package starts from Delhi which is known as
the historical and capital city of India. There are a number of modern structures where visitors like to
spend a lot of time. Here tourists can explore many attractions such as India Gate, Lotus Temple,
Humayun's Tomb, Akshardham Temple, Red Fort, Old Fort, Jama Masjid, Qutub Minar, gaming
zone, shopping malls, amusement parks and many others things. In Delhi, visitors can explore
numerous shopping corners to get enjoyment of window shopping. There are many places to visit
such as Karol Bagh, Lajpat Nagar, Sarojini Nagar and so forth. These markets are suitable and
cheap & best for shopping.

The next destination with India tour packages is Agra which is one of the most prominent
destinations of North India for being home to Taj Mahal. This marvelous wonder is one of the Seven
Wonders of the World and known as "the Epitome of true Love". The most beautiful monument, Taj
Mahal was constructed by the great Mughal shah Jahan in the memory of his beloved queen
Mumtaz Mahal. This monument is also well known as romantic destination of India. Here, visitors
can visit many attractions like Agra Fort, Fatehpur Sikari, Akbar's Mousoleum etc. If you are
planning to visit India and in search of the best tour package, opt for golden triangle tour package
and visit the natural beauty and attractive attractions of India. This tour package provides the
tourists a delightful tour and travel experience to spend their trip in a different way. This tour option
covers the three famous destinations of India, which are Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. This marvelous
wonder is one of the Seven Wonders of the World and known as "the Epitome of true Love". The
most beautiful monument, Taj Mahal was constructed by the great Mughal shah Jahan in the
memory of his beloved queen Mumtaz Mahal. This monument is also well known as romantic
destination of India. Here, visitors can visit many attractions like Agra Fort, Fatehpur Sikari, Akbar's
Mousoleum etc. If you are planning to visit India and in search of the best tour package, opt for
golden triangle tour package and visit the natural beauty and attractive attractions of India.

The last but not the least target on India tour is Jaipur which is the capital of Rajasthan and well
known as the pink city. This city is one of the most famous places not only for its grand monuments
but also for shopping. Thatâ€™s why it is addressed as the shopper's paradise. In this city, tourists can
visit many striking attractions such as Hawa Mahal, Amber Fort, City Palace, Nahargarh Fort, Birla
Temple, Jantar Mantar, Jaigarh Fort and many others. If you are planning to visit India and in search
of the best tour package, opt for golden triangle tour package and visit the natural beauty and
attractive attractions of India. This tour package provides the tourists a delightful tour and travel
experience to spend their trip in a different way. This tour option covers the three famous
destinations of India, which are Delhi, Agra and Jaipur.
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Johns Kerry - About Author:
Johns Kerry is a well-known Travelogue along with an experienced author in Travel India & a
Golden triangle tour related topics. He has written several books on India tour packages & a Taj
Mahal tour packages, etc.
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